APTALIKOS
Pronunciation:
Place of origin:
Source of music:
Learned from:
About the dance:

Rhythm:

Formation:

ahp-tah-lee-kohss
Mitilini, Greece
The Greek Folk Instruments: Vol. 5 – Violin, CD – FM 682,
Band 16: “Aptaliko zeibekiko”
Steve Kotansky, 1998
This dance is an older forerunner of the moody solo zeibekiko dances
done in tavernas to rebetic music, a tradition that beganin lower class
neighborhoods in Greece perhaps a century ago. Aptalikos is a villagebased precursor of these dances, also done without holding on, but
nevertheless done in a line or a circle, as the later zeibekiko generally is
not. The same dance is known in Turkey as Aptali Havasi.
a slow 9/8, counted simply as 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9,
but most usefully thought of as:
1 pause 3 4 pause 6 7 8 pause, or even as
1 pause 1 2 pause 1 2 3 pause
Line or circle facing center, dancers spaced so they don’t touch, hands
extended freely out to the sides and up, snapping fingers as the dancer is
moved to. Each variation described below is done only once at a time,
and always returns to the Basic Step.

Direction Measure Step
←
→

1

1

↑
┴

1

Basic Step:
Step on L to L side (ct. 1), pause (ct. 2), step on R to R side
(ct. 3), step on L across in front of R (ct. 4), pause (ct. 5), step on R to
R side (ct. 6), step on L behind R (ct. 7), step on R to R side (ct. 8),
pause (ct. 9).
Knee Bends Left and Right
Counts 1-5 are the same as in the Basic Step. Then squat with knees
pointing diagonally to the L (ct. 6), come up from the squat while
swiveling the knees to the diagonal R (ct. 7), squat with knees pointing
diagonally to the R (ct. 8), come up from the squat shifting weight to R
foot (ct. 9).
Into the Center and Turn
Moving toward diagonally L of center, step L (ct. 1), pause (ct. 2),
moving toward diagonally R of center, step R (ct. 3), moving toward
diagonally L of center, step L (ct. 4),
pause (ct. 5), rock back onto R in place (ct. 6), rock forward onto L in
place (ct. 7), rock back onto R in place (ct. 8), hop sharply on R,
throwing L foot up in front of R leg or knee (ct. 9).
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Aptalikos (continued)
Direction Measure Step
2
Begin using the footwork of the Basic Step to complete two full CCW
walking turns or circles taking up the 9 counts. Because this involves
no longer facing center, the L foot no longer crosses in front of or
behind the R, but simply follows the path of the circles as a walk.
During the first two pauses, the weight is on the L, leaving the R foot
free to be flicked up laterally to the R side and slapped there by the R
hand. This last move is an optional flourish. Each turn takes up about
half the measure.
→
┴

1

2
┤
→

1

2
┴

Squat and Turn
Counts 1-5 are the same as in the Basic Step.
Then jump into a full squat on the balls of both feet (ct. 6), during the
pause, begin rising from the squat (ct. 7), jump onto both feet standing
(ct. 8), leap onto R foot, throwing L foot up in front of R leg or knee
(ct. 9).
Repeat Measure 2 of Into the Center and Turn.
Kneels
Kneel on R knee facing L (ct. 1), pause (ct. 2), rise from
kneeling with a tiny leap onto R to R side (ct. 3), step on L across in
front of R (ct. 4), flick R foot up to slap its lateral side with R hand (ct.
5), small leap onto R to R side (ct. 6), touch L toe behind R (ct. 7),
brush L foot forward and up in front while clapping hands (ct. 8), hop
on R while slapping L foot or leg with L hand (ct. 9).
Begin one CCW turn by stepping L (ct. 1), pause (ct. 2), and stepping
R (ct. 3). Then finish the turn by stepping L
to L side and kneeling on R (ct. 4), rise a bit from kneeling (ct. 5),
kneel again in the same position (ct. 6), rise (ct. 7), kneel on L knee
facing R (ct. 8), rise (ct. 9).
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